by John Marsden

1

The voices sounded a little…oh, I don’t know…aluminium?... I wondered what they talked about all
afternoon, these daughters and sisters, with their families. (February 24, p.25)
Reread this whole passage. What does it suggest about Marina’s attitude to human communication
and the interaction within families? (4-5 sentences)
Sentence starters:
•Marina’s description of the other girls’ families suggests that…
•For Marina, human voices are…
•As a consequence of her own family experiences, Marina cannot conceive that…
Other useful words:
fake, squeaky, manufactured, phoney, not to be trusted, awkward, frightening, alarming,
uncomfortable, anxiety-provoking, self-conscious, tense, strained, apprehensive

2

I write too much in this journal. But it seems that I cannot help myself. I had trained myself to live
without a voice and now I have almost been forced into using one again. (February 24, p.26)
What does this passage indicate about the importance of Marina’s journal? What purpose does her
journal serve? How would you describe her reaction? (4-5 sentences)
Sentence starters:
•For Marina, her journal serves as…
•Although Marina wants to write in her journal, she is fearful that…
•While her journal provides a kind of outlet for Marina, it is also…
Other useful words:
self-expression, silence, revealing oneself, finding an outlet, venting one’s feelings, release,
articulating one’s feelings, interpreting one’s own reactions

3 Read Marina’s entry for March 15:
Yesterday we had to draw an abstract self-portrait, a kind of symbolic thing, then explain it to the rest
of the class…The fascinating thing for me was the number of people…who drew things showing them
on their own…, feeling isolated, with the group against them. (p.46)
Which symbols would you choose for an “abstract self-portrait”? Draw them or describe them and
give reasons for your choice/s. Try to choose some symbols that go beyond what you do and like
doing and express instead what you are and what you fear.
Sentence starters:
•Some symbols that could represent me are…
•I chose this symbol/these symbols because…
•This “portrait” depicts my love of…
Other useful words:
Nouns: identity, symbol, self, individuality
Verbs: represent, symbolise, depict, show, demonstrate, refer to, emphasise

